The problem of deriving the structure of a non-deterministic system from its behavior is a difficult one even when that behavior is itself well-defined. When the behavior can be described only in fuzzy terms structural inference may appear virtually impossible. However, a rigorous formulation and solution of the problem for stochastic automata has recently been given [l] and, in this paper, the results are extended to fuzzy stochastic automata and mamma a n a rs .
1. Introduction the systen-theoretic problems Zadeh was studying in the decade seminal work on fuzzy systems was that of deriving the structure of a system from observations of its behavior. In a 1956 paper [2] he coined the word identification as a generic term for the variety of forms of behavior/structure inference problem then being studied. These varied widely, mainly in the forms of structure considered: from linear, continuous systems, through diverse weakenings Qf linearity and continuity, to general automata with no signal-space or state-space topologies or constraints. opment of computer systems for on-line control, and system identification has becone a major area of research i n its own right 131 generating a continuing series of major IFAC conferences concerned with that topic alone. Control-theoretic interest has naturally tended to concentrate on systems modelled as linear and continuous in their signal and state variables, and either conthuous in tine or uniformly sampled.
The next 20 years have seen the develHowever, the more general forms of model have also found applications, particularly in the study of biological [4-6 ] and human control systems [ 71.
N o m Chomsky's classic paper, Three Models for the DeSCriDtiOn of LanmaRe, appeared L8J in the same year as Zadeh's on identification. The l i n k between autoaata, generative grammars, and natural languages that Chomsky proposed initiated a major area of research in modern linguistics, and the problem of how a child night acquire the grammatical structures through conversational experience led to Solomonoff's studies [9, 10] of inductive mamnstical inference. Moore's classic paper, Gedanken Experiments on Seauential Yichines, 1111 that considered related problems for finite-state automata was a key stimulus in triggering off Zadeh's generalization of the behaviorlstructure inference problem, and Solomonoff's work on inductive inference fitted into this general frmework.
Over the next 20 years grammtical inference also became a-major research tosic in its own right 1121. The poblem for finite-state automta or grammars was shown by Rabin and Scott 1131 to be soluble in terms of an equivalence originally aefined by Nerode [ 141. However, even in this case, the added constraint that the complete set of language strings is not known, but only ar, incomplete set of positive and negative instances is available, is sufficient to turn it from a deductively aecidable problem to one of inductive inference where the derived structure is only a hycothesis constrainec? by the data rather than a conclusion drawn "on it.
the underlying structure is kmown to be probabilistic so that only a distribution over language strings is available. In these circwastances the inference of the structure generating the behavior becomes a statistical problen: with no well-defined solution. For exanple, the string MAABA&A could have been generated by a Bernoulli process (1-state stoc;:astic automaton), or by a 5-state deterministic autoaaton, o r by sone other stochastic automaton. The
The problem is further compounded is decision between these hypotheses is an inductive one and requires assumptions not derived from the data. !l!hese create new problems, e.g. G a i n -1151 shows that the assumption of deterministic causality for modelling data in fact from a probabilistic source does not lead to approximate models but in fact to meaningless ones that are just memories of the data. In this paper the resats of Ref.1 are generalized to fuzzy systems in which only the degree of membership of a string to a language is known. The next section gives a synopsis of the results for precisely given data and the section following it generalizes this to fuzzy data.
2 General System Identification Feldman [20] pointed out that the selection of the 'best' structure for a particular behavior was not well-defined even in the deterministic, complete sample, case. In geceral many structures nay equally well fit the data and we need to define some preference relation over them in order to make the selection. This requirement for such a selection principle is a well-known one in the philosophy of science literature and William of Occam is generally credited with the principle of 'choosing the simplest hypothesis'. For determbistic finite-state automata, for example, the Nerode equivalence leads to the minimal-state model of the data. For more complex structures, e.g. phrase-structure gatmars, the preference ordering of simplicity or complexity is less obvious. Feldnan notes that there are a number of possible orders on such grammars and, following Blum [21], gives some desirable constraints on the senantics of 'complexity'.
When non-deterministic structures are considered also there is no longer a sense in which the best structure must exactly fit the data. It is reasonable only to suppose that the structure chosen w i l l be a good approximation to the data. Homing paid particular attention to the requirement for measures of approximation in his work on ammatieal inference [18}, and marton considers a variety of measures. The problem of behavior-structure inference can now be seen as that of determining those models that are as good as possible in that no simpler, or equally simple, model is a better approximation to the data. Gabes (11 terms such models admissible, and formulates the identification problem in very general terms. other things being equal, we should not prefer n to m: the napping f is determined by further order relations of approximation that each behavior induces on the set of models. We shall write for f(b) such that if m & n then m is %t a worse approximation to the behavior b than is n. Now we are in a position to define a solution to the identification problem in terms of the product of the two order relations, 5 and C + , which we shall define as 3 : v rn,n€M, e n c3 and s n i.e. nif and only if m is neither more more 5 p l e x nor a worse approximation than n. The m i n i m a l elements ia this order are all admissible solutions to the identification problem because they cvlnot be dccreesed in complexity without worsening approxination, and cannot be improved in approximtion without increasing complexity. They form the admissible subspace determined by B, NbC P!, such that:
i.e. if any moael is better than one Mb then it is equivdent to it. ialescu 1231 has recently given a category-tceoretic formulation of this condition.
Stochastic Automata Identification
Gaines [l] notes that the relatiors defining tho identification problem are arbitrary, and recent results on computational complexity show that they are truly so in the sense that the Slum complexity classes can be arbitrarily ordered under quite strong semantic constraints [24] .
iiowever, in specializbg the general result to specific pyoblems intensional constraints may be applied suggesting particular orders, e.&. those which Zeigler considers for automata 1251. Stcchastic automata have a natural complexity order in terms of their nuaber of states. Regarded as grammars, they have an alternative natural order in terms of the number of possible transitions between states (which corresponds to the nwber of elements in the associated grammar).
There is also a range o f possible measures of approximation Setween a given stochastic language and a possible stochastic automaton mouel. A l l of the scoring rules give a measure of the discrepancy between the predictions of the automaton model and the events (i.e. words in language strings) that are actually observed. The logarithnic rule is that, if the word w. actually occurs as event e and is predicied by the model to have a probability pi then the loss associated with the predldtion is -log (p 1, and the total measure of approxiLtfdn of the model to the behavior is:
where h . . = 1 if event e is word wi, and is 0 otkdrwise. The valud of the loss at each prediction is a particularly interesting way of viewing the nodel's analysis of the data -C . = -E A log2(pij) J i ij goes from 0 for a perfect prediction to infinity for a totaliy unexpected event (given probability 0) -we term it the surprise at the event.
Given definitions of complexity and approximation, an enumerative inferencer m y be designed which generates all models of lowest complexity, evaluates each in turn for approximation to the given behavior, and outputs the model with best fit, then generates models of next higher complexity, and so on. The output of such an inferencer is the admissible sub-space of models in orcer of increasing complexity.
The key design problem with such inferencers is to generate no models unnecesszily. Wharton [ 3 0 ] has given efficient generation schemes for a variety of g r m r s and conplexity orderings.
ATOM, the stochastic structural inferencer described in Refs.1, 16 and 17, uses an optimal enumeration procedure that generates models in terns of complexity (measured either by states or by transitions between them) in such a way that only possible moaels are generated and each is generated only once. A M I 3 allows a choice of Iceasures of approximation including: m x i m likelihood errors; Savage's logarithnic error defined. above; Finetti's square error; Ikryanski'a chi-square; ana total probability not accounted for. The neasure used in this paper is LE as defined with an additional term t o allow for the derivational complexity of the model:
where I?, is the total number o f models enmeraked up to and i?cluding the complexity class of the model concerned. If l / m C is regaded as the probability of the model itself, since 2-" is the conditional probability of the model generating the behavior, we have that the joint probability of nodel and behavior is then 2-' "LE , so that the probability of the model given the behavior is maximized when TLE is minimized. Horning 11888 a similar measure but derives a probability for the nodel from a 'grammar-gr;u~lciar' [ 181. Note that even on this Smau. sample the 'best' grammar is well-defined and is an 'inductive' one predicting sentences not yet observed, rather than the 'deductive' ll-element one that produces just the actual sample.
Fuzzified General Identification
The 'fuzzification' €33,341 of the Pornulation of general system identification given in Section 2 is fairly straightforward, Assume now that the behavior is not observed precise1 but is instead a 'fuzzy restrict- This simple extension does not take into account the relative degrees of approximation o f the same model to differing behaviors. In general it may not be possible to make such a comparison. However, if thera is a uniform measure of approximation such that one can say that a model is a better approximation to one behavior than to another, then the admissible subspace becomes a fuzzy restriction on the product of model and approximation spaces.
Fuzzy Stochastic Automata Identification
ATOM, the specific stochastic automaton identifier described in Section 2.1 readily extends to the case where the data is a fuzzy language. Usually such a language will be generated by uncertainty about specific events so that it is convenient to generalize the A already defined to be the degree of memberihp of the event e to the word wi.
This generates a fuzzy restriction on the free semigroup of words, W*, ps W* * V , such that if xtW* :
is mar of V if the event e can ;F:dkpal to the corresponding wdrd wi in x, and min of V otherwise.
As described above the fuzzy restriction on data sentences (behaviors) may be used to derive 5t fuzzy restriction on models by considering the admissible set for each possible data sentence. pA=.6 pB=.4 Following Zadeh 1411 we may describe this event as giving a possibility vector to A of (1/.6, .8/.7, .6/1) and to B of (Oi.6, .2/.7, .4/1) which might have linguistic approximations: A is yery lik& and B is e r unlikelg. Thus the fuzzy ATOM procedure may be regarded as deriving m l l i s t i c models of fuzzy sequential systems.
. .
Conclusions
This note is intended as a further step towards a unified theory of uncertainty for general systems. It demonstrates that Zadeh's theory of possibilistic systems, combining probability and fuzziness, may be developed operationally through computational algorithms for fuzzy sequential system identification. The modelling technique also throws light on the role of precisiation in scientific inductive inference.
